
November 7, 2022

Hon. Jena Griswold
Colorado Secretary of State
Campaign Finance Enforcement
1700 Broadway, Suite 550
Denver, CO 90290
CPFcomplaints@ColoradoSOS.gov

Re: Campaign Finance Complaint Against Rep. Colin Larson, Colin for Colorado, Restore
Colorado Leadership Fund (527), Restore Colorado Leadership Fund IEC, Frank McNulty,
Square State Strategy Group, LLC, Daniel Cole, Cole Communications, and Victors
Canvassing

Dear Secretary Griswold:

Pursuant to Colo. Const. Art. XXVIII, Sec. 9(2) & 10, C.R.S. Sec 1-45-111.7, and 8 CCR
1505-6 Rule 23 pertaining to violations, complaints and sanctions, and 8 CCR 1505-6 Rule
21 pertaining to the prohibition of improper coordination, Marcie Little (“Complainant”)
submits the following campaign finance complaint against Rep. Colin Larson, Colin for
Colorado, Restore Colorado Leadership Fund (527), Restore Colorado Leadership Fund IEC,
Frank McNulty, Square State Strategy Group, LLC, Daniel Cole, Cole Communications, and
Victors Canvassing (“Respondents”).

1. The late Rep. Hugh McKean was the elected representative for Colorado House
District 51 during the 71st, 72nd, and 73rd General Assemblies and served as the
Republican House Minority Leader during the 73rd General Assembly.

2. Rep. McKean created the Restore Colorado Leadership Fund as a 527 political
organization (“Restore 527”). Exhibit 1.

3. Rep. McKean created the Restore Colorado Leadership Fund IEC as an Independent
Expenditure Committee (“Restore IEC”). Exhibit 1.

4. Rep. McKean created the Restore Colorado Leadership Fund 501(c)(4) as a
non-profit organization (“Restore 501(c)(4)”). Exhibit 1.

5. Rep. McKean created these organizations to work in concert with one another to
fundraise money and spend in elections for the benefit of certain Colorado House
Republican nominees in the 2022 election cycle. Exhibit 1.



6. Square State Strategy Group (“Square State”), is a “full service corporate and
campaign firm,” managed by attorney and former Speaker of the Colorado House,
Frank McNulty.

7. Cole Communications and Victor’s Canvassing are two political consulting and
campaign companies owned and operated by Daniel Cole.

8. Rep. Colin Larson is currently the elected representative for Colorado House District
22 and controls at least Restore 527 & Restore IEC as indicated in paragraph 20.

9. Colin for Colorado is the official candidate committee for Rep. Colin Larson.

10. According to records submitted to the Colorado Secretary of State posted on the
TRACER website, numerous 2022 House candidates and/or candidates committees
have contracted with Square State for services, including: Colin Larson, Jaylen
Mosqueira, Savannah Wolfson, Dave Woolever, and Dan Montoya. Exhibit 2.

11. According to records submitted to the Colorado Secretary of State posted on the
TRACER website, Restore 527 contracted with Square State for services. Exhibit 2.

12. According to records submitted to the Colorado Secretary of State posted on the
TRACER website, Restore 527 repeatedly transferred money to Restore IEC. Exhibit
3.

13. According to records submitted to the Secretary of State posted on the TRACER
website, numerous 2022 House candidates and/or candidates committees who
contracted with Square State for services, also benefited from Restore IEC
electioneering spending. Those candidates include: Colin Larson, Jaylen Mosqueira,
Savannah Wolfson, Dave Woolever, and Dan Montoya. Exhibit 4.

14. According to records submitted to the Colorado Secretary of State posted on the
TRACER website, Restore 527 contracted with Daniel Cole, through Cole
Communications, for services. Exhibit 5.

15. According to records submitted to the Colorado Secretary of State posted on the
TRACER website, Daniel Cole, through Victor’s Canvassing, was contracted by a third
party or parties to campaign in numerous legislative districts on behalf of various
House & Senate candidates, including on behalf of all of the candidates in paragraph



13 above who benefited from the electioneering spending. See United for Colorado
IEC contributions in Exhibit 6 .

16. In an email from Rep. Larson on November 2, 2022, discussing permitted invitees to
a zoom call, he explained “the zoom call that took place last night was with
candidates who have been participating in the campaign program being run by Hugh
Mckean, former speaker Mcnulty and others….” Exhibit 7.

17. As confirmed by Rep. Larson, the zoom call on November 2, 2022, was a private
meeting that included McNulty and the candidates referenced in paragraph 13 to
discuss non-public information (information about how the “campaign program”
coordination efforts would continue for those select candidates after the sudden
passing of Rep. McKean). Rep. Larson also confirms that not every House GOP
nominee was invited to participate. Exhibit 7.

18. Rep. Dave Williams is the current elected representative for House District 15.

19. On November 4, 2022, Rep. Williams posted an update to his constituents from the
outcome of another meeting relating to the “fallout from the tragic and sudden death
of Rep. Hugh McKean.” Exhibit 8.

20. In his update, Rep. Williams noted that Rep. Larson controls the “House GOP
527/IEC” and that “presumably the other consultants brought on to advise in
implementing the McKean/Larson campaign plan. Larson will continue to oversee
the strategy for the election.” Exhibit 8.

21. Axiom Strategies (“Axiom”), based in Kansas City, Missouri, is one of the largest
Republican political strategy firms in the country. (See axiomstrategies.com.)

22. Ready Colorado Action Fund (“Ready Colorado”) is a Colorado based IEC formed to
support “conservative candidates working to improve education in colorado.” See
readycoloaction.org.

23. According to records submitted to the Colorado Secretary of State posted on the
TRACER website, Ready Colorado reported two payments of $8,882.00 on 10/25/22
made to Axiom to support the defeat of Rep. Larson’s current Democratic challenger,
Tammy Story.

24. According to records submitted to the Colorado Secretary of State posted on the
TRACER website, Restore IEC (with funds controlled by Rep. Larson) reported two



payments of the exact same amount to the same firm on 10/26/22 with the same
stated purpose of defeating his opponent, Tammy Story.

25. According to records submitted to the Colorado Secretary of State posted on the
TRACER website, Restore Colorado IEC then attempted to “amend” the TRACER
record shortly thereafter to “delete” or “offset” the evidence of those two payments.

26. According to records submitted to the Colorado Secretary of State posted on the
TRACER website, the $8,882.00 is a unique amount, not a standard charge, as
evidenced by payments made at the same time by Restore IEC to the same firm to
support the other candidates participating in the “campaign program.”

27. The implication, however, is clear. Rep. Larson knew of the two $8,882.00 payments
that needed to be made to Axiom to support his campaign. He was supposed to let
Ready Colorado (an IEC) pay for the effort (presumably to conceal his involvement),
but he made a mistake, paying for it out of the IEC funds that he controls.

28. Rep Larson, realizing his mistake, attempted to cover the evidence of his
coordination by submitting equal deductions, identifying them as an offset intended
to represent a “deletion”, but with TRACER, he was unable to delete the entries from
the record entirely.

29. While two IEC committees can coordinate with each other, it’s not lawful for those
IEC committees to do so with the candidate who is benefiting from their
expenditures because it is impossible for a candidate to “firewall” non-public
information about his own campaign from himself.

30. As demonstrated in paragraphs 21-28, it’s impossible for Rep. Larson, Restore IEC,
or Ready Colorado to have a proper firewall in place as they coordinate together to
electioneer on behalf of Rep. Larson’s own candidacy and against his own opponent.

31. These TRACER entries represent one example of the larger coordinated effort,
involving non-public information across select campaigns as part of what Rep.
Larson called a “campaign program.”

32. 8 CCR 1505-6 Rule 21 prohibits coordination by 527’s, IEC’s and 501(c)(4)’s with a
candidate or a candidate's campaign.

33. While the use of common consultants is permissible in some circumstances, 8 CCR
1505-6 Rule 21.1.4 requires that any “common consultant” maintain “effective



barriers to the transmission of non-public information” to ensure there is no
prohibited coordination.

34. Per Rep. Larson’s email, Rep. McKean and Frank McNulty were all coordinating a
“campaign program.” The Tracer records bear this out with funds transferred
between the groups and from campaigns to common consultants, both Square State
and Daniel Cole’s firms.

35. Rep. Larson admitted during the meeting with Rep. Williams and others that he
controls the Restore 527/IEC funds, some of which include expenditures paid to
McNulty’s Square State firm.

36. Rep. Larson is also currently a candidate for House District 25, and has separately
benefited from Restore IEC spending, while also contracting with Square State
(which itself is engaged by Restore 527) for his own campaign services.

37. Between Daniel Cole’s firms, Cole has been paid expenditures by Restore 527 while
at the same time electioneering for some of the same candidates also contracting
with Square State (which again is engaged by Restore 527).

38. Following from Rep. Larson’s email, Restore 527 pays Square State for a “campaign
program.” Rep. Larson, managing those funds, is coordinating those efforts with
McNulty.

39. Rep. Larson, through his campaign and Restore 527, McNulty through Square State
and Cole through his firms are coordinating campaign efforts with campaigns listed
in paragraph 13 and possibly others as a part of an overall “campaign program” in
violation of campaign finance laws.

40. As interpreted on page 15 of the Secretary of States’ Campaign and Political Finance
Manual, “Expenditures controlled by or coordinated with a candidate or a
candidate’s agent represent both contributions by the person making the
expenditure, and expenditures by the candidate committee.”

41. Consequently, the Respondents violated 8 CCR 1505-6 Rule 21 regarding campaign
finance laws and regulations, and violating those provisions for coordination also
invariably include violations of campaign contributions and filing requirements,
which further propel the public mistrust of “Dark Money” unduly influencing the
outcomes of fair elections.



42. In accordance with Colo. Const. Art. XXVIII, Sec. 10, C.R.S. 1-45-111.5(1.5), 8 CCR
1505-6 Rule 23.3.3 & 23.3.4, 23.3.5, the Complainant requests that the Secretary of
State seek to have an administrative law judge order monetary fines, all necessary
specific actions and consider all factors as appropriate to reach a just and equitable
outcome, including fines for failure to file complete and accurate reports (for
contributions and expenditures from improper coordinated campaign activities),
acceptance and use of prohibited contributions, donations and expenditures, and
other violations of campaign and political finance laws and regulations.

WHEREFORE, Complainant respectfully requests all remedies pursuant to Colorado
law in keeping with the interests of justice, including appropriate penalties, disclosures and
such additional relief as may be deemed appropriate.

Respectfully Submitted,

Marcie Little
Colorado Citizen & Voter



Exhibit 1

Restore Colorado Leadership Creation and History

Below is a link to an article that details the formation of Restore Colorado Leadership and
potential Amendment 41 Violations associated with it.

https://freestatecolorado.com/cora-request-reveals-colorado-house-gop-leaderships-fund
raising-could-be-viewed-as-a-breach-of-the-publics-trust/

https://freestatecolorado.com/cora-request-reveals-colorado-house-gop-leaderships-fundraising-could-be-viewed-as-a-breach-of-the-publics-trust/
https://freestatecolorado.com/cora-request-reveals-colorado-house-gop-leaderships-fundraising-could-be-viewed-as-a-breach-of-the-publics-trust/


Exhibit 2

McNulty (Square State) & Restore Colorado Leadership Connection: Hard & Soft Side

Tracer shows that GOP House candidates who have benefited from Restore Colorado
Leadership are connected by Frank McNulty. Colorado law prohibits campaigns and

third-party groups, like 527’s or IECs, from coordinating together.



Exhibit 3

Restore Colorado Leadership Fund 527 money transfers to IEC

Example screenshots below. These transfers have occurred throughout the year.



Exhibit 4

Candidates who benefited from Restore Colorado IEC Spending

Example screenshots. These candidates benefited from Restore Colorado IEC spending as
far back as September, possibly August. Candidates who hired Square State: Colin Larson,

Jaylen Mosqueira, Savannah Wolfson, Dave Woolever, and Dan Montoya.



Exhibit 4- Continued

Candidates who benefited from Restore Colorado IEC Spending



Exhibit 4- Continued

Candidates who benefited from Restore Colorado IEC Spending



Exhibit 4- Continued

Candidates who benefited from Restore Colorado IEC Spending



Exhibit 5

Restore Colorado 527 also Contracts with Daniel Cole

Example screenshot. Expenditures to Daniel Cole for consulting services are indicated in
Tracer throughout the year.



Exhibit 6

Daniel Cole’s company, Victor’s Canvassing, Spending on Behalf of GOP House
Candidates

Example screenshot below. Daniel Cole is one of the general campaign consultants brought
on by Rep. McKean and Rep. Larson to determine how to spend independent expenditure
money for competitive house candidates. (Notably, Daniel Cole also consults for the GOP

Senate Majority Fund.)



Exhibit 6 - Continued

Daniel Cole’s company, Victor’s Canvassing, Spending on Behalf of GOP House
Candidates



Exhibit 7

Rep. Larson Email Confirming Coordination



Exhibit 8

Facebook Post Confirming that Rep. Larson Controls Restore Colorado Leadership



Exhibit 9

Rep. Larson Works to Conceal Coordination Between Himself, Restore IEC, and Ready
Colorado Action Fund



Exhibit 9 - Continued

Rep. Larson Works to Conceal Coordination Between Himself, Restore IEC, and Ready
Colorado Action Fund


